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Kits, Kits and More Kits!  

Check them out. 

Home 

A wall hanging 52"x 

55" in size.  Sewn with a 

panel from the "Winter 

Greetings" collection . 

$62.99 includes fabric, 

pattern and binding. 

Super Easy to com-

plete. 

Hotel Feather 

This one is for the birds!  Or 
the bird lovers, that is.  QT 
Fabrics' Glass Menagerie 
birds shine like stained glass 
in the center of these bird 
houses and frames.  A great 
wall hanging for the bird lover 
you know!   $64.99 

Finished size is 53" x 67" 

This 56” x 64” lap quilt depicts 

Christmas trees, Christmas wreaths 

and friendship stars and features the 

black panel from Deb Strain’s Home 

Sweet Holidays. Put some cozy flan-

nel on the back and it would be per-

fect for snuggling with the family 

over the holidays. It is all pieced and 

is suitable for the confident quilter.  

$54.99 

Snowman Greetings.  47in x 59in throw. A panel of 

multi-size squares becomes a lively quilt with just a couple of 

prints and simple framing. Skill Level: Confident Beginner  $69.99 
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Deb Strain & Barb Cherniwchan of 

Coach House Designs teamed up 

to create this whimsical Christmas 

keepsake quilt in a keepsake box 

for Moda Fabrics.  For an ad-

vanced  beginner sewer. Home for 

the  Holidays is the fabric line with 

everything needed for the top & 

binding along with  the pattern.      

  Kit Price $103.99      

  Finished size - 50”x66” 

This striking Snowfall quilt is perfect to display-

ing all winter long. You will learn to make these 

complicated looking blocks with no Y-Seams!!  

Kit $88.99   Finished at 63” square  

Shows as quilt, but we 

have the runner kit 

ready for you. $29.99 

Frozen in Time Quilt Kit 

Finished 52”x72”  

Gorgeous project for 

the Advanced Beginner fea-

turing the Frozen in Time 

fabric line by Henry Glass.  

Kit price is $68.99 

Festive Table Runner  

Fabric Kit w/Pattern      $65.99  

Finished Size 21”x 97”  Featuring 

Moda’s Warm Winter Wishes Fabrics. 

This large tote bag is perfect for 
loading all of your projects for a sew-
ing day or weekend quilt retreat. It's 
big enough to fit your large rulers 
plus plenty of extra stuff.  Kit includes 
pattern and all fabric for bag, includ-
ing linings of bag and pockets. 
Does NOT include interfacing, handle 
webbing, zipper and magnet.  

Kit Price includes Pattern   $63.99 
Finished Size: 18"x25"x8"   

Extra Large Retreat Bag  


